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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, the conclusion is based on the findings and discussion. The 

researcher provided the findings of the study as well as suggestions for teachers or 

lecturers, readers, and future researchers who want to investigate slang words. The 

suggestion is made specifically to encourage future researchers to conduct better 

study in the future. 

 

A. Conclusions 

After analyzing the slang words in Megan Thee Stallion‟s lyrics in an

album Good News as the data on the previous chapter, the researcher found a 

conclusion to the data. There were three parts of social functions used in Megan 

Thee Stallion‟ lyrics in an album Good News namely, pursuit of self-identity, 

emotive feeling, and achieving politeness. There are 35 slang words found, 19 of 

them have social function emotive feeling, 14 of them have social function pursuit 

of self-identity, and 2 of them have social function achieving politeness.  From all 

by understanding the social functions of slang words, the researchers conclude 

that the emotive feeling of the slang users is one of the biggest social functions 

because the singer dominantly use slang words in her lyrics to express the singer 

feeling.  

The use of slang words in the lyrics has a meaning according to what the 

singer wants to convey to the listeners, that by using slang words the listener can 
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better emphasize the feelings that have already happened. Slang words help the 

user to describe themselves, some words could not support them to express their 

emotions. Slang, as one of the linguistic variants, has also contributed to widening 

and growing a language by continuously introducing new terms since it allows the 

language to adapt to the demands of the speaker‟s language itself to adapt to the 

needs of the speakers. 

 

B. Suggestions 

At the end of this chapter, there were some suggestions for readers who 

want to do the same study or enhance their knowledge, as follows: 

1. Learners: The researcher hopes that this researcher can help students who are 

interested in slang words to understanding the types of English slang language, 

and the students will be able to learn more in various platforms such as 

podcast, vlog video, movie, stand up, and so on. The researcher hopes that all 

learners will benefit from learning and practicing how to utilize slang words 

when communicating in informal situations. 

2. Readers: The researcher expects that all readers get benefit from learning the 

meanings of slang phrases, increasing their slang vocabulary, can using in daily 

communication, and understand the meaning of slang words used by users such 

as in movies, lyric songs, podcasts, etc. 

3. Other Researchers: The next researcher can develop when they want to do the 

same field with different data such as podcast, talk show, movie, stand up, etc. 

there are many slang words as data in research of English language. For 
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upgrading the study, the researcher can use a different theory, research 

question and the method. Finally, it is proposed that this study will be useful as 

a reference for people or future researchers interested. Hopefully, this research 

will contribute to the progress of slang research in the future.

 

  


